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TARGET
MARKETS

Because we help our world work better.

There or more distractions in today’s workplace than ever 
before. That’s why we exist - we’re obsessed with bringing 
privacy and safety to any workplace. We do this with creative, 
modular solutions that are made in Texas with productivity 
and safety in mind. 

We’re all over the place.

Loftwall has served Fortune 500 companies, schools and 
universities, municipal customers, hospitals, startups, and 

everyone in between for the last 12 years. Privacy is needed in 
nearly every part of our lives, so there is nowhere we don’t try 

and solve the problem for our customers!

CORPORATE EDUCATION HEALTHCARE

Why
Loftwall?

government
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Where we’ve been
$1.2M Project to Provide Counter Shields and Screens to a Government End-user 

“The end user had very tight timelines for all of their locations throughout the state of PA. This was 1,400 total 
units that were required for these sites to reopen after quarantine. Loftwall worked with us to exceed the 
timelines and get the product in on time. Loftwall is the fastest turnaround time out of any manufacturers in 
their market that I have encountered.”

Adam Nemchick - Supply Source, Inc.

PA

LA $300K Project to Provide 240 Hitches to Tulane University’s School of Architecture

“Students and faculty are happy with their Loftwall Hitches! Students are grateful for the investment 
the school has made for their health, safety and well-being. And students have enjoyed the practical 
design of the Hitches. Students have been using the dividers as additional ways to post their sketches, 
notes and other work.”

Adrienne Tregre - AOS Interior Environments
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Where we’ve been
The Las Vegas VA Hospital with Counter Shields, Framewalls and Splits

Utilizing a range of Loftwall products, the Las Vegas VA hospital is able to keep their patients and medical
staff safe while checking in, filling prescriptions and sitting in the waiting room. All products were shipped and
installed the week after they were ordered.

NV

TX
Dallas Coworking Space, Flocc Studio, Adds On-Demand Privacy

As a home for creatives, Flocc Studio members know the value of heads down focus work. However, 
founder, Justin Clemons, feared he wasn’t providing enough spaces for members to concentrate. So 
together, we added Pivot and Framewall, two products designed to unlock privacy in any environment.
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Where we’ve been
YARD, a New York City Ad Agency, Moved into a New Office with Glide and Framewall

Together with BHDM Design, YARD breathed new life into their space with flexible, custom privacy partitions.

“The client feedback has been great! We’ve since received more referrals for design work through them. It was 
a tricky space, but now they have a visual barricade and a visually aesthetic space to work with.”

Dan Manzzarini - BHDM Design

Ny

GA
Delta Airlines Needed 70 Framewalls to Keep Passengers Safe

To allow customers to travel abroad safely and avoid quarantining upon arrival, Delta began providing 
COVID-19 rapid tests for all of their passengers. To accomplish this feat, the airline needed a 
designated space to queue, test, and hold passengers until they tested negative. And with tickets 
booked, Delta needed the walls installed 24 hours after ordering. Fortunately, we were ready.

Loftwall
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Where we’ve been
With an Influx of COVID Patients, Tufts Medical Center Needed a Queue Management System

Due to a massive influx of COVID patients seeking consultation and rapid tests, Tufts Medical Center found 
themselves looking for an efficient queue management system that kept patients safe while waiting. Utilizing 
our Split walls with frosted acrylic panels, Tufts found a solution that could ship in 5 days, could be reconfigured, 
and could be disinfected with healthcare grade cleaners.

MA

OR
Portland Based Software Company, Zapproved, Wrapped Employees in Privacy

In order to add acoustical privacy, visual privacy and territorial privacy to their space, Zapproved 
turned to Framewall to build out their new office. With frosted acrylic panels, highly acoustic Blox 
panels, and wood laminate panels, Zapproved designed a wall that would let some light in, turn the 
volume down and match their brand identity. And by ordering linking posts, Zapproved designed a 
solution that could grow overtime as their company grew.
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Where we’re going

As proud Texans, it should be no surprise that we’re going bigger

While we’re proud of where we are and how we’ve grown, we’re not done yet.

After moving to a new state-of-the-art headquarters, we’ve set out sights even 
higher on who we can be. 

Everyday we’re developing new privacy providing products, chasing new 
contracts, opening new showrooms, and frankly, hiring like crazy.

Our world is short on privacy. So, we’re doing something about it.


